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Abstract. In previous publications we have reported on polarization-
sensitive optical coherence tomography �PS-OCT� systems that mea-
sure and image retardation and axis orientation of birefringent
samples with only a single input polarization state. This method re-
quires that the sample is illuminated by circularly polarized light. In
the case of retinal imaging, the retina is measured through the bire-
fringent cornea, which causes a deviation of the sampling beam from
the circular polarization state. To obtain undistorted birefringence pat-
terns of the retina by PS-OCT, the corneal birefringence has to be
compensated. We report on a software-based corneal birefringence
compensation that uses the polarization state of the light backscat-
tered at the retinal surface to measure the corneal birefringence. This
information is used to numerically compensate the corneal birefrin-
gence. Contrary to hardware-based solutions, our method accounts
for local variations of the corneal birefringence. We implemented the
method in a state of the art spectral domain PS-OCT system and dem-
onstrate it in a test sample and human retina in vivo. © 2007 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2771560�

Keywords: optical coherence tomography �OCT�; polarization; birefringence; cor-
nea compensation; retina.
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Introduction

ptical coherence tomography �OCT� is a noninvasive imag-
ng technique for recording high-resolution cross-sectional
mages of transparent and translucent tissues.1–3 Conventional
CT measures spatially resolved backscattered intensity with
resolution on the order of a few �m. Polarization-sensitive
CT �PS-OCT� is a functional extension that takes advantage
f the additional polarization information carried by the re-
ected light.4,5 Thereby, PS-OCT can reveal important infor-
ation about biological tissue that is unavailable in conven-

ional OCT. Several ocular structures can change the light’s
olarization state and are therefore of interest in terms of PS-
CT imaging: in the retina, the nerve fiber layer6 and Henle’s
ber layer7 are birefringent, which is of great importance for
laucoma diagnostics.8 The optic nerve head is surrounded by
he birefringent scleral rim,9 which might be used as a land-

ark in studies of optic disk anatomy. Furthermore, a polar-
zation scrambling layer is located near the retinal pigment
pithelium �RPE� which might be useful for diagnostics of
ge-related macular degeneration �AMD�.9,10 In the anterior
egment, the cornea is birefringent,11 which might be of inter-
st for analysis and diagnosis of diseases like keratoconus and
orneal scars.12 The iris has polarization preserving anterior
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layers and a polarization scrambling pigment epithelium.13

Different methods of PS-OCT have been reported in the
literature. While early work on PS-OCT4,5 measured only re-
flectivity and retardation of a sample, in recent years, many
proposals have been made to extract more information, e.g.,
on Stokes vectors,14,15 Müller16 and Jones matrix17 distribu-
tion, birefringent axis orientation,14,18 and diattenuation.19–21

We developed a method that combines the PS low coherence
interferometry setup first devised by Hee et al.4 with a phase-
sensitive recording of the interferometric signals in the two
orthogonal polarization channels,18 thus allowing us to mea-
sure the three most important parameters, reflectivity, retarda-
tion, and birefringent axis orientation, simultaneously. We
implemented our PS-OCT technique in several types of OCT
systems: classical A-scan-based time domain OCT
�TD-OCT�,18 transversal scanning TD-OCT,13 and spectral
domain OCT �SD-OCT�.22 The functionality of the systems
was demonstrated in several different ocular tissues:
cornea,12,23 iris,13 and retina.9,10,22

Compared to other methods that probe the sample with
light beams of different polarization states, our method has
the advantage of requiring only a single input polarization
state, which makes the instrument simpler and faster. How-
ever, our method also has a drawback: it requires that the
beam incident on the sample is in a well-defined �circular�
polarization state. While this is no problem for probing super-
1083-3668/2007/12�4�/041210/10/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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cial tissues like cornea or skin, it can be a problem if the
issue of interest is located behind a birefringent layer. This is
xactly the case in retinal imaging: the retina is imaged
hrough the birefringent cornea. In this case, the beam probing
he retina is no longer circularly polarized but in an elliptical
olarization state defined by the corneal birefringence. The
esult is that the measured polarization patterns will be dis-
orted.

A similar problem arises in scanning laser polarimetry
SLP�,6 a technique that measures the thickness of the bire-
ringent retinal nerve fiber layer �RNFL� in the region around
he optic nerve head for purposes of glaucoma diagnostics.8 It
as been shown that a careful compensation of the individual
orneal birefringence by a variable retarder is required to pro-
ide reliable RNFL thickness measurements by SLP.24

It is the purpose of this paper to report on a method for
orneal birefringence compensation that can be used with our
ingle-input-state PS-OCT technique. Our method measures
he polarization state of light backscattered from the retinal
urface to calculate the corneal retardation and axis orienta-
ion. This information is used to compensate for the corneal
irefringence by a software algorithm. The method is equally
uited for TD- and SD-OCT. We demonstrate the method in
ombination with a state of the art SD-PS-OCT instrument in
test target measured through a well-defined retarder and in

he macula and nerve head region of the living human eye.

Methods
.1 Experimental Setup
etails of our SD-PS-OCT system have been published

lsewhere.22 This section contains a brief summary and a de-
cription of the polarizing elements in the interferometer to
xplain the principle of corneal birefringence compensation.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the optical setup. It is based on

ig. 1 Schematic drawing of a spectral domain PS-OCT instrument.
C, dispersion compensation; FC, fiber coupler; L, lens; M, mirror;
PBS, nonpolarizing beamsplitter; PBS, polarizing beamsplitter; PMF,
olarization-maintaining fiber; POL, polarizer; QWP, quarter wave
late �r, reference arm; s, sample arm�; S, sample; SC, scanner; SLD,
uper luminescent diode; SP, spectrometer. VDF, variable density filter.
he original polarization-sensitive low-coherence interferom-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
eter first described by Hee et al.4 Light emitted from a super-
luminescent diode �SLD� �fiber pigtailed, collimator focal
length 3.5 mm, center wavelength 840 mm, bandwidth
50 mm� illuminates, after being vertically polarized, a Mich-
elson interferometer, where it is split by a nonpolarizing
beamsplitter �NPBS� into an object and a reference beam. The
reference light passes through a variable density filter, a dis-
persion compensation unit, and a quarter wave plate �QWPr�,
oriented at 22.5 deg, and is reflected by a mirror. After double
passage of QWPr, the orientation of the polarization plane is
at 45 deg to the horizontal, providing equal reference power
in both channels of the polarization sensitive detection unit.
The sample beam passes quarter wave plate QWPs �oriented
at 45 deg�, which provides circularly polarized light to the
sample via an x-y galvanometer scanner.

After recombination of the two beams at the NPBS, light is
directed toward a polarization-sensitive detection unit, where
it is split into orthogonal polarization states by a polarizing
beamsplitter. The two orthogonally polarized beam compo-
nents are guided by polarization maintaining fibers toward
two identical spectrometers that record the spectral interfero-
grams corresponding to the horizontal and vertical polariza-
tion channels.

Each spectrometer consists of a reflection grating �1200
lines/mm�, a camera lens with a focal length of 200 mm, and
a 2048-element line scan CCD camera �Atmel Aviiva M2 CL
2014� with a resolution of 12 bits per pixel. The cameras were
operated with an integration time of 50 �s per A-scan, which
provided a sensitivity of 98 dB at a power of 700 �W onto
the sample. The sensitivity decay was 14 dB along the mea-
surement range of 3 mm. To reduce the amount of data, only
1024 pixels of each camera where read out. Data post-
processing was performed as previously described.22

2.2 Corneal Birefringence Compensation

The polarization state of a fully polarized light beam travers-
ing polarizing optical elements can be calculated by the Jones
formalism.25 Each light beam is characterized by a two-
element Jones vector whose top and bottom elements describe
the beams horizontal and vertical electric field components,
respectively. Each optical element is described by a 2�2
Jones matrix. The elements of these vectors and matrices are
generally complex. If a light beam traverses optical elements,
the Jones vector of the resulting output beam is found by
multiplying the input Jones vector by the Jones matrices of
the optical elements in the order they are traversed by the
beam.

The Jones vectors of reference and sample beams corre-
sponding to Fig. 1 were previously analyzed in detail.18,26 It
was shown that the reference beam, after double-passing the
elements in the reference arm, is in a plane polarization state
with the polarization plane oriented at 45 deg to the horizon-
tal, thus providing equal reference power to both channels,
with no phase delay between these components. The sample is
illuminated by a circularly polarized beam exiting from the
QWPs. The Jones vector of the sample beam, after double-

passing the entire sample arm, is:

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�2
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ES =
1

2
JQs · JS��S,�S� · �R · JS��S,�S� · JQs · �0

1
�

=
�R

2
� cos��S�exp�− i�S�

sin��S�exp�i�� − �S − 2�S�� 	 , �1�

here JQs is the Jones matrix of the QWPs, JS is the Jones
atrix of a sample with retardation �S and �cumulative� optic

xis orientation �S, and R is the reflectivity of the sample. On
eriving Eq. �1�, a vertically polarized input state with Ein
�0,1�T and input field amplitude equal to 1 was assumed,

nd diattenuation was neglected.
The right side of Eq. �1� shows that the exiting sample arm

ones vector is complex valued, the magnitude depending on

S, the phase terms depending on �S and �S. The phase dif-
erence, however, depends only on �S. Therefore, the infor-
ation on sample retardation and axis orientation are decou-

led: while �S can be obtained from the amplitude ratio of the
nterferometric signals, �S is entirely encoded in their phase
ifference ��.

In the case of SD-OCT, amplitude and phase information
re easily obtained. Since real valued intensity data are �in-
erse� Fourier transformed, a complex signal is directly
btained22:

FT−1
IH,V�k�� → �H,V�z − �z�

= AH,V�z − �z� exp�i�H,V�z − �z�� , �2�

here I�k� is the spectral intensity as a function of wavenum-
er k, � the structure term, z the depth coordinate, �z the
optical� path length difference between reference and sample
eams, A the amplitude, and � the phase of the interferomet-
ic signal in real space. The indices H and V denote the hori-
ontal and vertical polarization channels, respectively. From
he analytic signals on the right side of Eq. �2�, the quantities
, �S, and �S can be directly obtained:

R�z� 	 �AH�z��2 + �AV�z��2, �3�

�S�z� = arctan�AV�z�
AH�z� , �4�

�S =
180 deg − ��

2
. �5�

he unambiguous measurement ranges are 90 deg for � and
80 deg for �.

Let us now assume that the sample is not directly illumi-
ated by the circularly polarized beam exiting the QWPs, but,
s in the case of retinal imaging, at first traverses an additional
irefringent element, the cornea, that has a Jones matrix JC. In
his case, Eq. �1� is changed to:

ES,C =
1

2
JQs · JC��C,�C� · JS��S,�S�

· �R · JS��S,�S� · JC��C,�C� · JQs · �0

1
� , �6�
here ES,C is the sample arm output Jones vector measured

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
through the cornea. A simple decoupling of �S and �S is, in
general, no longer possible, preventing a direct solution for �S
and �S as in Eqs. �4� and �5�.

If the birefringence parameters �C and �C of the cornea are
known, the problem can be solved. One possible solution is
the method used in SLP, where a variable retarder �VR� with
a Jones matrix JVR is placed in front of the eye. Applied to our
PS-OCT system, this would mean that Eq. �6� is expanded
and we obtain the sample arm output Jones vector measured
through the VR and the cornea:

ES,C,VR =
1

2
JQs · JVR · JC · JS · �R · JS · JC · JVR · JQs · �0

1� .

�7�

In the next step, �C and �C have to be measured. In SLP, this
is done by setting �VR=0 and analyzing the polarization pat-
tern of light backscattered from the macula region of the hu-
man eye.27 A very characteristic so-called bow-tie pattern is
observed that is caused by the combined birefringence effects
of the Henle’s fiber layer and cornea. From the orientation of
the bow tie, and under the assumption that the macula is nor-
mal, �C and �C can be derived. Once �C and �C are known,
the birefringence parameters of the VR are set to values �VR
=−�C and �VR=�C. In the this case, the Jones matrices JVR
and JC cancel each other. In case of our PS-OCT system, Eq.
�7� is now reduced to Eq. �1�, i.e., the influence of the corneal
birefringence is eliminated, and a corrected output Jones vec-
tor ES,corr is obtained from which the retinal birefringence
parameters can directly be derived by Eqs. �4� and �5�.

To avoid the additional complexity of a variable retarder,
and to be able to compensate corneal birefringence parameters
that vary with the corneal position through which the retina is
imaged, we use a software-based solution that is related to the
VR method used in SLP. In a first step, two-dimensional �2D�
B-scan images or three-dimensional �3D� data sets of the
retina are recorded through the birefringent cornea. From the
measured Jones vectors ES,C, �comb, and �comb, values are ob-
tained by Eqs. �4� and �5�. According to Eq. �6�, these values
correspond to a combined retarder Jcomb consisting of cornea
and retina and therefore cannot be used directly. However,
�comb and �comb obtained at the surface of the retina corre-
spond to those of the cornea ��C and �C�. These surface values
are extracted and used to model the situation corresponding to
Eq. �7� in software, and new, artificial sample arm output
Jones vector ES,C,VR is calculated:

ES,C,VR =
1

2
JQs · JVR · JC · JR · �R · JR · JC · JVR · JQs · �0

1
�

=
1

2
JQs · JVR · Jcomb · �R · Jcomb · JVR · JQs · �0

1
� , �8�

where we have changed the index of the Jones matrix corre-
sponding to the sample from S to R to indicate that the mea-
sured sample is now the retina. JR is therefore the Jones ma-
trix of the retina whose birefringence parameters �R and �R
are to be determined. If JVR is chosen so that �VR=−�C and
�VR=�C, JVR cancels JC, and the result of Eq. �8� reduces to

Eq. �1�. The inputs to the right side of Eq. �8� are well known,

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�3
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nd ES�=ES,VR,C� can be calculated as a function of position in
he retina. From the thus-calculated Jones vector, amplitudes
nd phases are extracted and �R and �R are obtained by Eqs.
4� and �5�.

It should be mentioned that other computational algorithms
or compensating the corneal birefringence are conceivable.

hile a direct subtraction of the corneal retardation is pos-
ible only if the axes of cornea and retina are parallel, algo-
ithms based on Stokes vector analysis or Poincaré sphere
otation might be used. Such algorithms could be adapted
rom those published for PS-OCT using multiple input
tates.15,21

Results
n a first step, the compensation method was demonstrated in
test target consisting of a lens �f =20 mm� and a stack of

irefringent tape resembling the retina. In front of the lens, a
iquid crystal variable retarder �LCVR� was mounted to simu-
ate measurements through a birefringent cornea.

We recorded B-scan images of the artificial retina with the
CVR set to zero retardation and to a value mimicking the
orneal birefringence �measured value: �=16 deg or �37 nm
or our wavelength of 840 nm�. Figure 2 shows the result.
igure 2�a� is a reflectivity image. The individual layers of the

ig. 2 PS-OCT images of test sample. Image size: 1.5�x��1.1�z� mm2

�a��. �b� �C=0 deg; �c� �C=16 deg, uncompensated; �d� �C=16 deg,
tack of tape are clearly seen. Figures 2�b�–2�d� show retar-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
dation images, recorded with �LCVR=0 deg �2b�, �LCVR

=16 deg �2c�, and �LCVR=16 deg, but with cornea compen-
sation �Fig. 2�d��, as described in Sec. 2.2. In Fig. 2�b�, near-
zero retardation is observed at the surface of the sample, in-
creasing gradually with depth. In the uncompensated
measurement through the retarder �Fig. 2�c��, the surface al-
ready shows higher retardation that further increases with
depth. To obtain �C and �C of the artificial cornea, we ex-
tracted the surface of the sample by a peak detection algo-
rithm working on the reflectivity image and calculated � and
� from the interferometric signals corresponding to the peaks
found in the A-scans. For the compensation algorithm, we
used mean values of �C and �C derived from all A-scans.
After compensation, the surface shows again blue color �Fig.
2�d��, indicating near-zero retardation.

For a better quantitative evaluation of the results, we cal-
culated histograms of the � values obtained at the sample
surface and histograms of � corresponding to the second band
of the tape. �Because in the case of ��0 deg, the interfero-
metric signal in the vertically polarized detection channel is
very low, the phases are rather random and no meaningful
axis can be derived; therefore, we used the signal from the
second band where a better signal strength is obtained.� Fig. 3

flectivity image. �b� to �d� Retardation images �for color code, see Fig.
nsated.
. �a� Re
shows the results.

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�4
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Figures 3�a�–3�c� show the surface retardation values de-
ived from Fig. 2�b�–2�d�, respectively. In Fig. 3�a�, the peak
f the histogram is at �=4 deg, very low as expected from the
act that zero retardation was adjusted. �The noise and imper-
ect polarization components cause the residual � value�.

hen switching the retarder to the value mimicking the cor-
ea, a larger surface � value of 16 deg is observed �Fig. 3�b��.
fter compensation �Fig. 3�c��, the value is again close to

ero ��4 deg�; however, due to noise, the distribution is
omewhat broadened. The axis histogram obtained without
etarder �Fig. 3�d�� has a peak at ��5 deg. On measuring
hrough the retarder, the value is changed to ��−10 deg
Fig. 3�e��. After compensation, the value is ��8 deg �Fig.
�f��, close to its original value. These results in the test target
emonstrate that our software compensation method works

ig. 3 Histograms of surface retardation ��a� to �c�� and axis orientati
16 deg, uncompensated; �c�, �f�: �C=16 deg, compensated.
ell to restore the original birefringence patterns.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
In the next step, we performed PS-OCT imaging in a
healthy eye of a human volunteer, after full informed consent
was obtained. We recorded 3-D data sets of the macula area
and cross-sectional circumpapillary scans �nerve head area�. A
3-D data set consists of 60 B-scans, each B-scan containing
1000 A-scans. The scanned area covers �10 deg�10 deg, or
�3�3 mm2. A circumpapillary scan consists of 4000
A-scans. In each B-scan and circumpapillary scan, the retinal
surface and the inner/outer photoreceptor segment boundary
�IS/OS boundary� were extracted by searching for the corre-
sponding intensity maximum, and from the interferometric
signals corresponding to these maximum values, retardation
and axis orientation values were determined.

Figure 4 shows the uncompensated data obtained in the
macula. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show the retardation and slow

sured in the second band ��d� to �f��. �a�, �d�: �C=0 deg; �b�, �e�: �C
on mea
axis orientation �referenced to the vertical instrument axis�,

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�5
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espectively, measured across the retinal surface at the inner
imiting membrane �ILM�. These maps resemble the cornea’s
irefringence, i.e., Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� show the distribution of

ig. 4 En face PS-OCT images from human macula in vivo �left eye�. S
emporal; bottom, inferior. �a� Retardation at retinal surface �color
etardation at IS/OS boundary �color coding as in �a��; �d� slow axis
eflectivity image �dark horizontal stripes are motion artifacts�; �f� refl
LM, inner limiting membrane; HF, Henle’s fiber layer; ELM, externa
TOS, end tips of outer photoreceptor segments; RPE, retinal pigmen
C and �C. Figures 4�c� and 4�d� show the distribution of �

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
and � at the IS/OS boundary, respectively. These patterns re-
semble the combined birefringence of the cornea and retina.
For comparison, Fig. 4�e� shows a depth-integrated reflectiv-

d area: �10 deg�10 deg. Orientation: left, nasal; top, superior; right,
g�; �b� slow axis orientation at retinal surface �color bar: deg�; �c�
tion at IS/OS boundary �color coding as in �b��; �e� depth-integrated
B-scan image �optical depth: 1 mm; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer;

ng membrane; IS/OS, inner/outer photoreceptor segment boundary;
lium�.
canne
bar: de
orienta
ectivity
l limiti
ity image of the same area, and Fig. 4�f� a conventional �re-

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�6
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ig. 5 En face PS-OCT images from human macula in vivo, with software compensation of corneal birefringence �same area as in Fig. 4�. �a�
etardation at retinal surface �color coding as in Fig. 4�a��; �b� slow axis orientation at retinal surface �color coding as in Fig. 4�b��; �c� retardation

t IS/OS boundary �color coding as in Fig. 4�a��; �d� slow axis orientation at IS/OS boundary �color coding as in Fig. 4�b��.
ig. 7 Circumpapillary PS-OCT scan from human retina in vivo �left eye�. Orientation of scan �from left to right�: temporal, superior, nasal, inferior,
emporal. Scan diameter: �10 deg �corresponds to a circumference of �9.4 mm, equal to horizontal image width; optical image depth: 1.8 mm�.
a� Reflectivity image; �b� and �c� Uncompensated retardation and slow axis orientation, respectively; �d� and �e� compensated retardation and slow

xis orientation, respectively. Color coding as in Fig. 4.

ournal of Biomedical Optics July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�041210-7
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ectivity� B-scan across the fovea centralis, where individual
etinal layers can be identified. Since the RNFL is rather thin
n the imaged area, the only retinal structure that has a notice-
ble birefringence is the Henle’s fiber layer. In this layer, the
bers are arranged in a pattern running radially away from the
ovea centralis. Therefore, the Henle’s layer acts as a retarder
ith an axis orientation that changes linearly with azimuth

ngle around the fovea �the slow axis is parallel to the fiber
rientation�. If such a retarder is combined with a retarder of
pproximately constant axis orientation and retardance �as the
ornea�, the combined retardation pattern will show areas of
ncreased retardation �where the axes of cornea and Henle’s
ayer are parallel� and areas of reduced retardation �where the
xes are orthogonal�. The result is a bow-tie pattern well
nown from SLP.27 This bow-tie pattern is clearly visible in
ig. 4�c�. The dark arms of the bow-tie pattern are parallel to

he fast axis of the cornea, the bright arms are parallel to its
low axis. The pattern orientation indicates a corneal slow
xis oriented at �40 deg nasally downward near the foveal
enter. The interpretation of the uncompensated axis orienta-
ion pattern in Fig. 4�d� is not straightforward.

The polarization states measured at the retinal surface were
sed to compensate for the corneal birefringence, as described
n Sec. 2.2. As can be seen in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, �C and �C
re not constant across the entire image. There is a slow varia-
ion across the images, overlaid by noise. To allow for the
low variation of the surface states and to reduce the noise, we
sed a floating average based filter algorithm to obtain the
urface states that entered into our software compensation al-
orithm �Eq. �8��. The window size of the filter was 100�x�
6�y� data points, corresponding to �1 deg�1 deg.
Figure 5 shows the compensated images corresponding to

ig. 4. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show retardation and slow axis at
he surface, Figs. 5�c� and 5�d� the values at the IS/OS bound-
ry, respectively. The � values obtained at the surface of the
etina �Fig. 5�a�� are now rather constant across the image and
ower than in the uncompensated case. The slightly higher �

ig. 6 Histograms of polarization states at retinal surface, derived
rom Figs. 4 and 5. �a� Uncompensated retardation; �b� uncompen-
ated slow axis orientation; �c� compensated retardation; �d� compen-
ated slow axis orientation.
alues observed near the center of the fovea are probably

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
caused by the rather poor signal intensity obtained in that area
at the retinal surface �due to the curvature of the retinal sur-
face near the foveal pit, the backscattered light in this area is
usually rather weak�. A low signal power is known to distort
PS-OCT signals, usually biasing very low � toward higher
values in this type of PS-OCT configuration.26 The axis ori-
entation at the surface is rather random, as expected if the
corneal influence is removed �no axis is defined in that case�.

To better quantify the effectiveness of corneal compensa-
tion, we calculated histograms of � and � as measured at the
retinal surface for the uncompensated case �Figs. 6�a� and
6�b�� and for the compensated case �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d��. Be-
fore compensation, the width of the � distribution is broad,
stretching from �10 to 30 deg �Fig. 6�a��; after compensa-
tion, a rather narrow distribution with a peak at �=6 deg is
observed �Fig. 6�c��. Ideally, the compensated � should be
zero; however, this value is not reached because of noise.
�The algorithm used to calculate � �Eq. �4�� always provides
positive values, so the mean will be larger than zero for a
noisy signal.� The � distribution shows a very pronounced
peak in the uncompensated case �Fig. 6�b��, i.e., a rather well
defined corneal slow axis at �−53 deg �referenced to the ver-
tical instrument axis�. This corresponds to an orientation of
�37 deg nasally downward, in good agreement with the
�40 deg obtained from the bow-tie pattern. After compensa-
tion �Fig. 6�d��, � is much more evenly distributed, however,
the compensation is not perfect.

At the IS/OS boundary, the bow-tie pattern is removed
after compensation �Fig. 5�c��, as expected. A slightly in-
creased retardation around the central fovea is observed, prob-
ably indicating the birefringence of the Henle’s layer. The
compensated axis orientation image now shows a pronounced
pattern around the fovea: two full-color oscillations from blue
over green, yellow to red, corresponding to an axis change of
2�180 deg=360 deg, are observed along a circle around the
fovea, indicating the radially oriented Henle’s fibers.

Figure 7 shows a circumpapillary scan with a diameter of
�10 deg ��3 mm�. Figure 7�a� is a reflectivity image, Figs.
7�b� and 7�c� show the uncorrected retardation and axis ori-
entation, respectively. In the thick superior bundle of the
RNFL �left� an increase of retardation is observed with depth
�color change from dark blue to green; Fig. 7�b��. A similar
effect is expected in the inferior RNFL bundle �right�; how-
ever, due to corneal birefringence varying with scan position,
an increased retardation is already observed at the anterior
surface of the retinal tissue, distorting the expected retardation
pattern. The axis orientation is expected to vary by a total of
360 deg as we go along the circumpapillary scan �because the
nerve fibers emerge approximately radially from the nerve
head�. This would mean two full-color oscillations from blue
over green, yellow, orange, to red along the scan. Although a
color change can be observed, some colors are missing.

After software compensation of the corneal birefringence
�the surface state was averaged over a window size consisting
of 400 adjacent A-scans�, the artifacts are largely removed:
the retardation measured at the surface of the retina is low
�blue color� along the entire scan �Fig. 7�d��, and the axis
orientation now shows the expected two full-color oscillations

from left to right �Fig. 7�e��.
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Discussion

he PS-OCT method we use is based on the assumption that
he sample is illuminated by a circularly polarized beam.

hile this condition can usually be met with a free-space
S-OCT setup and samples that are directly accessible, it is
sually not fulfilled in retinal imaging where the sample beam
rst traverses the birefringent cornea. This is no problem if
nly qualitative polarization information is required, e.g., to
dentify a depolarizing �or polarization scrambling� layer as
he RPE. However, other applications require quantitative in-
ormation on tissue birefringence, e.g., glaucoma diagnostics
ia measuring RNFL retardation. In this case, the birefrin-
ence of the cornea has to be compensated.

In SLP, a similar problem arises, and it was solved by
lacing a variable retarder in front of the cornea that cancels
he corneal birefringence. The advantage of this method is
hat it is straightforward and fast: after one measurement of
orneal birefringence in the macular region, the variable re-
arder is set appropriately and the nerve head area is scanned.
n principle, this method can also be used for PS-OCT. How-
ver, the method has some disadvantages: it requires addi-
ional hardware and an additional calibration measurement �in
he macula�, and it assumes that the birefringence of the cor-
ea is constant, regardless of the scanning position.

In a previous paper,23 we have shown that this is not nec-
ssarily the case. If the sampling beam deviates from perpen-
icular incidence, the birefringence encountered by the beam
n the cornea changes. The assumption of constant corneal
irefringence therefore requires a very precise alignment of
he instrument with the measured eye. Furthermore, certain
iseases such as corneal scars and keratoconus can cause a
ery irregular birefringence pattern in the cornea.12,28 To al-
ow for these variations of corneal birefringence with scan
osition, we decided to use a software-based compensation
ethod. This method models the hardware-variable retarder

y an additional Jones matrix whose components are derived
rom the polarization state measured at the surface of the
etina. Since the surface state can be measured locally, the
orneal birefringence variations with scanning angle can be
ccommodated. However, because of signal noise, a certain
veraging is required to determine reliable surface states. The
indow size we used was �1 deg�1 deg for 3-D data sets

nd 1/10 of the circumpapillary arclength for the 2-D circum-
apillary scans. The latter is coarser than the averaging used
n a previous study,29 where the circumpapillary arc was di-
ided into 48 sectors in which tissue birefringnece was ob-
ained from an average of 32 adjacent A-scans. However, in
ur case, only the surface state is averaged, not entire
-scans. �The retardation is calculated A-scan wise.� Since

he surface state varies only slowly �at least with normal cor-
eas; see Figs. 4�a� and 7�b��, we think that this coarser aver-
ging is justified because surface speckle is more efficiently
emoved. However, our averaging window might be too
oarse for measuring through a cornea with keratoconus. �In
his case, the aberration-induced image degradation might
nyway prevent meaningful OCT imaging.�

By using the retinal surface polarization state as input for
orneal birefringence compensation, our method has similari-
ies to the Stokes vector–based method that uses the polariza-

ion state observed at the retinal surface as a reference

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041210-
state.29,30 Compared to that technique, our method has the
advantage of requiring only one input polarization state. How-
ever, the disadvantage is that our method assumes that the
retarder anterior to the retina has a � value between 0 and
90 deg. While this is true if there is only the cornea as an
anterior retarder, this assumption is in general not true if ad-
ditional retardation is introduced by other optical elements,
e.g., a single mode fiber. Therefore, our method cannot easily
be extended to a fiber-based PS-OCT setup.

A disadvantage of software-based methods over hardware
solutions is certainly the increased computational effort. The
compensation of a 3-D data set such as that in Fig. 5 presently
takes several minutes �Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz, LabView code�.
However, since our software code consists essentially of ma-
trix multiplications performed for each data point, optimized
parallel code could greatly reduce computation time.
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